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ESSENTIALS (MOST POPULAR)
This is our most popular option! It’s for couples who want to be involved in every 

aspect of the planning process but would like someone they trust to make the 
vision happen. We’re there for you from beginning to end, making your vision come 

to life! $3,000

COMPREHENSIVE
If you and your fiancé want a beautiful wedding but have no time to make it 

happen, this is the perfect option for you. Our team of planners will not only put 
together your dream wedding, but we will also manage your budget, invitations, 

guests, and travel plans! $5,000+

DAY-OF
There are always brides and grooms who have the time and experience to plan the 

details of their own celebration, but don’t want to be distracted from the 
excitement of their wedding day to manage vendors, timelines, or any other 
surprises that may come their way. Choose this package if you have it all put 
together, but you need a trusted professional to execute your vision. $1,500 

(*This package can only be applied if every vendor involved is a professional.)

DECOR RENTAL
Radiant Events has an extensive decor inventory that can fit almost any wedding 

vision! For couples who want to use the variety of wonderful items, it can be added 
to any purchased package. To see what is included in the inventory, visit 

www.aradiantevent.com. $1,250 (*Radiant Events coordination clients receive a 50% discount!)

W�d�g Pl�n�g Pa�ages

Each wedding is as unique as the couple getting married and, as such, we don’t 
like to limit our services to a list of tasks! We will work tirelessly, and with our 

considerable talents and experience, make sure your wedding goes according 
to plan. (Reference the Wedding Coordination Package Comparison chart for a 

more detailed list of tasks included with each package.)

C�gr�s!



W�d�g Pa�age C
par�� Chart
 

Service Day-Of 
$1,500 

*Professional Vendors 
Only 

Essentials 
$3,000 

Comprehensive 
$5,000+ 

Run Rehearsal X X X 

Execute Day-Of Timeline X X X 

Create Day-Of Timeline and Layouts X X X 

Set-Up and Tear-Down of Design Elements (provided by client) X X X 

Manage Vendors Day-Of X X X 

Attend Final Walk-Through at Venue(s) X X X 

Unlimited Access to Planning Team  X X 

Two or More Planners for Entire Event  X X 

Custom Monogram  X X 

Budget Creation  X X 

Design and Decor Assistance  X X 

Vendor Recommendations  X X 

Vendor Management and Contract Review  X X 

Welcome Bag Assembly and Delivery  X X 

Transportation Coordination  X X 

Custom Overall Timeline for Entire Planning Process with Checklist  X X 

Escort Cards  X X 

Signage  X X 

Table Element Design and Production  X X 

Programs and Menus  X X 

Alcohol and Bar Consultation  X X 

Save-the-Date and Invitation Design and Print Assist   X 

Budget Management   X 

Guest Management   X 

Travel Arrangements   X 

Decor Inventory (add $625) X X X 



Who We Are

KIM HERSEL 
Manager Of Mayhem

VANESSA HERSEL
Director of Details

CHELSEA HERSEL
Chief Chit-Chatterer

NICOLE WALD 
Creative Curator

LAUREN GARBETT
Fearless Facilitor 

We are your #supportsquad
You have not just one person, but our entire team with our individual talents, 

there to support you every step of the way.

We provide ELABORATE and EXTENSIVE EXPERTISE
With over 40 years of combined experience, we will handle any challenge from 
the most extravagant concept to the tiniest detail. If you can dream it we will 

make it happen.

We choose COMPASSION
Life has no purpose unless we spend our resources and talents to make an 

impact on the world. Through directed outreach, we choose to use our 
company to be a light in that world, changing it for the better through love, 

generosity and compassion.

AMBERLE HERSEL
Awesome Administrator



We s�cerely c�’t wait 
to celebr�e wi� you!

“Let light and love RADIATE from everything you 

do so that it SPREADS like wildfire to everyone 

you touch, so their lives may be ELEVATED.”
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website: www.aradiantevent.com

email: info@aradiantevent.com

phone: 720-219-8675


